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ABSTRACT
Waveformconcatenationhasbeen
the method
used in many low-quality speech synthesis experiments.
The objective of this study was to find new ways to overcome the inherent difficulties in concatenating speech
samplewaveforms.
Our experiments in Finnish and
Polish show that it is feasible to develop simple and inexpensivesynthesizerswithnaturalandhigh-quality
human-like characteristics. The implementation can be
based on standard microprocessors and Q/A-converters
withoutexpensive
signal processinghardware.
This
paper describesthe resulis of theexperimentsand
conclusions to the design of speech synthesis that we
call the microphonemic method.

iklTRODUCTIQN
Themethods
of speechsignalgenerationin
speech synthesis can be divided into two main classes:
model-based (source-filter models, i.e. formant and LPGsynthesis) and W~VefQfm-b~Sed
(time-domain synthesis)
methods. The advantage of model-based synthesis is
the flexibility of generating an infinite number of signals
according to parametric controls that can be computed
by rules, tables etc. This has become the major method
especially in speech synthesis by rule.
Time-domainsynthesiscanbebasedon
a
collection of speech signal units like waveform cycles
andevents,sound
segments,phonemes,
diphones,
syllablesetc, taken from real speech. Waveform concatenation of real-speech samples is a simple method
that has been used in speech synthesis experiments of
low to moderate quality. In principle the sound quality
could be very high if it were possible for enough samples
of natural speech to be stored and carefully combined.
This method needs more memory and faster data rates
than model-based synthesis but otherwise it is not as
complex and computationally intensive.
A well knownexample of timedomain speech
synthesis is the MQZW method / I / , where pitch-periodsized prototype units of real speech are manipulated to
take as little memory as possible but are still ab!e to be
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reconstructed inan intelligibleform.
This moderate
quality, low bit rate method is usedinsomelimited
vocabulary synthesizers. Our experiments show that the
tricks like zero-phasing the signal to lower the bit rate
tend to remarkablyredtice the quality and speaker
identity. The phasepropertiesthat
are retainedare
important for very high quality, natural sounding speech
in a similar way as in multipulse LPG-coding E / .
honemic method” that is used in
from early experiments of similar
Patryn /3/ synthesizedwith
principlesinPoland.
phonemic units without transitions and pitch changes.
His work was continued by Kielczewski in his doctoral
thesis (1979). This microphonemic method applied pitch
changes for intonation and transitions by mixing parts of
neighbouring phoneme prototypes. Lukaszewicz et al.
haveworked on the method at theInstitute of Biocybernetics, Warsaw, since 1980. Their synthesizer has
found applications in a talking typewriter and a talking
calculator.
The quality of speechproduced by all of these
synthesizers has been low to moderate. The objective of
this study was lo find methods to overcome the inherent
difficulties in concatenating speech sample waveforms.
Our experiments showed that it is feasible to develop
simple and inexpensivesynthesizerswithnaturaland
high-quality human-like characteristics.

P

SE OF

The main idea of the microphonemic methodis
based on modelling the time domain signal by using a
dictionary of prototypes. These are derived from natural
speechutterancesandtheirsizecan
be of different
lengths. it is possible to store whole words, syllables,
phonemes(allophones) or shorter segments. Using a
dictionary of microphonemesand several rules it is
possible to generate synthetic
ech by concatenating
prototypes
one
after
another.
veform
interpolation
and concatenation are applied to realize the transitions
between consecutive units. There are several problems
that need to be solved in order to obtain high quality
synthetic voice, e.g.:
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realizing dynamic andstatic variations of the units,
especially in the generation of smooth and natural
transitionsbetweenconsecutivesegmentsand
interphonemes,
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synthesizing consonants, like tremulants (Finnish
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determining the prototype set which is needed for
periods
pitch
(time)
a good representationof natural speech,
extracting these prototypes and their positions in
Fig. 2. Linear amplitude-basedinterpolation between
the uttered speech examples,
two pitch-sized prototypes withan intermediate
formulating a good strategy when using waveform
prototype.
concatenation for synthesis byrule.
I

Some of these problems were studied bv us at the
Helsinki University of'Technology, Acoustics iaboratory,
by using the following experimentaltechniques.

WIDE FORMANT TRANSITIONS
One of the main problems to be solved in highqualitywaveformconcatenationistorealizewide
formant transitions e.g. between vowels (hi/ in Finnish)
and in glides.Theoriginalidea
of themicrophonemic
method was to apply simple linear interpolationfrom one
pitch prototype to another by amplitude mixing (see Fig.
1). In ourexperiments
we foundthatthisworks
satisfactorily only if the glide in formant frequencies is
lessthan 2 Barks(criticalbands). If thetransitionis
wider, the amplitude-based interpolation is not sufficient
tointroduceaperceptuallyacceptableformantmove1 Bark
menteffect.Forhighestqualityspeecheven
transitions may be needed.
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Many consonant classes need special processing.
Short non-repetitive units like bursts in stop consonants
canbestoredasdirectwaveformsegmentsandas
severalvariantsinthecontextofdifferentvowelsor
vowelgroups.Sometimestheeffect
of neighbouring
consonantsmustalsobeanalyzedandthecontext
stored for synthesis.
Fricatives need special treatment, too. Prototypes
of about 50 ms in total length were found to be suitable
and 10 msunitsfromthemwererandomlytakenfor
concatenation. The same interpolation rule as in vowels
can be applied. Most voiced consonants behave
in the
samemannerasvowelsexceptthatthevariability
according to the contextis only higher.

PITCH AND INTONATION CONTROL
Prosodic features reveal some difficulties in concatenation.Asimpleand
fairly successfulmethod to
controlintonation is theuse of minimum-pitch-periodsized prototypes and insertion of zero-signal segments
to obtain the desired effective pitch for each moment
(Fig. 3). A suitable windowing technique and the overlapping mixing of pitch periods could improve the results
still further (Fig. 4). Timing is controlled by counting a
proper number of pitch periods.

transition region

I

CONSONANT SYNTHESIS

,
I

pitch
Fig. 1. Linear amplitude-based interpolation between
two pitch-sized prototypes to simulate formant
transitions,

If the formant distances between sound segments
larger than 2Barks are needed, some intermediate prototypes should be used to interpolate through(see Fig. 2.).
It was possible for all transitions found
in Finnish and
Polish to be synthesizedin this way.
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Fig. 3.Zero signal insertion as a method of controlling
pitch in concatenation.
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Fig. 4. Overlapping window summationin pitch control.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
About 70 FinnishandPolishphonemepairs,
concentrating on the synthesis of diphone-like transition
segments,werestudiedexperimentally
by themicrophonemicmethod.Someotherlargerunits(syllables,
words) were also modelled.
(SPS-02)
Amicroprocessor-basedsignaleditor
was used to extract the prototype units from real
speech.
The same editor system was further applied to scale the
amplitude, adjust the pitch period and to mix the prototypesforconcatenationandsynthesisexperiments.
Another analysis system, ISA /4/, with auditory spectrum
and spectrogram display was used to pick up the best
positions of the prototypes and to compare the original
against the synthetic speech examples. The principle of
the auditory model forthis analysis is presented in /5/.
Prototypes from the original speech were used to
model the phoneme pair transitions with
two different
principles of prototype selection. The first one was for
producingintelligible,moderatequalityspeechwith
minimum number of prototypes, which were located in
the middle of the quasiperiodic steady-state phonemes
and one prototype in the middle of the transition region.
The other method was to produce higher quality
speechwithalargernumber
of prototypes.Thiswas
accomplished by choosing the prototypes at each point
where the formant frequencies started changing.
If the
2 Barksanextraprototype
changewaslargerthan
between the starting and ending points was taken. The
maximum difference in any formant transition to be interpolated was always less than 2 Barks. A prototype was
selected also at the points where the formants changed
their moving direction. For a full synthesis system some
of the intermediate prototypes may be selected so that
they can be usedin several contexts.
As an example, the number
of prototypes in the
Finnish diphtong / i d was three for intelligible and seven
for highquality
speech. 'The maximumnumberof
prototypes was never larger than nine for any diphonelike unit. The size of a prototype was usually equal to
one pitch period.However, in thecase of stopconsonants the length of a prototype was two to five times
higher andfor fricatives alsofive times higher.
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Fig. 5. showstheauditoryspectrogram
of the
original diphtong utterance / i d with the related loudness
function. Vertical lines with the capital letters A to C mark
thepositions
of theprototypes
in thelower-quality
experiment. The auditory spectrogramof the synthesized
version isshowninFig.6.Linesrelatedtodigits
1
through 7 in Fig. 5 indicate the places of the prototypes
in the case of thehighestqualityreconstruction.The
corresponding auditory spectrogramis in Fig. 7.
The pitch-sized prototypes from real speech retain
automatically some speaker-specific features and personality of the voice. The time-domain signal carries the
tone quality features related
to the detailed amplitude
and phase spectrum. Our experiments show that the
phase, especially the rapid phase transitions canbe very
important to the naturalness of some allophones (nasals,
liquids etc.) and their combinations. The prototypes may
alsoincludeinherentpitchandamplitudedata
of the
allophones that will be modified according to the context
during the resynthesis.
~~~~~~~~~~T~~~ ASPECTS

An estimate of memory capacity that is needed for
prototypes in a moderate-quality synthesizer (Finnish) is:
some 30 "phonemes", in average 8 variants(vowel
contexts), and the same amount of intermediate prototypes. This results in a total number of about 500 units,
each of 12mstimes14kHzsamples
(8 bits),which
100 kilobytes. At the level of the
equalstolessthan
present ROM-memory technologyit is feasible to use up
to 256 kbytes of memory for the prototype storage and
synthesis rules, thus to achieve a high-quality synthetic
speech with personal-sounding voice.
68000 is
AsinglemicroprocessorlikeMotorola
capable of doing the synthesis in real time. Serial and/or
parallelports
are neededforinputandasingle
D/A-converter (8 to 12 bits) with a reconstruction filter
may form the analog output. Another way is to design
with multiplying D/A-converters to avoid software multiplications for amplitude scaling in the interpolation. The
microphonemic method is also well suited to softwarebased speech synthesis in microcomputers with special
D/A-hardware to support fast analog output.
The software for the microphonemic synthesis by
rule can be based on the manipulation of prototypes as
allophonic symbols. The dictionary of microphonemes is
searched for the best candidate prototypes for the context and these are then interpolated and concatenated to
countinuous speech.
The selection of the prototypes during the development of the system is a laborious andcritical task, that is
difficult to be automated. A semiautomatic segmentation
algorithmandpitchperioddetectorcouldhelp
if the
voice of severalspeakersmustbemodelled.Weare
workingonthedesign
of twodifferentdevelopment
systems to continue the studies on the microphonemic
method.Onewillbebasedonapersonalcomputer,

anotheronSymbolics3670Lisp-machinewithsignal
and array processor hardware.

CONCLUSIONS
Our experiments showed clearly that the microphonemic method by waveform interpolation and concatenation has potential to high-quality speech synthesis
byrule.Itsmaintechnicaladvantageisthatno
computationally intensive signal processing
is needed.
The crucial question to achieve the highest-quality is to
extract the optimal collectionof prototype segments from
realspeechandtohave
a goodstartegyforthe
rule-based concatenation. Auditory spectra and spectrograms were found important in the extraction process to
find the best segmets that meet the requirements of the
human auditory perception.
Fig. 5. Auditory spectrogram of the original speech,
(Finnish diphtong /id)
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Fig. 6. Auditory spectrogram of the lower-quality reconstruction by the microphonemic method
with three prototypes(A, B, C in Fig. 5.)
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Fig.7.

Auditory spectrogram of the higher-quality
reconstruction by the microphonemic method
with 7prototypes (1 to 7 in Fig. 5.)
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